
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	
	

	
	
	
	 	
	
	
	
	
	
	

PERFORMANCE  
FOR A BODY & SOME LIGHTS 
 
 
CONCEPTION 
Lise Boucon 
 
LIGHT DESIGNER 
Sonya Perdigao 
 
STAGE MANAGER (in rotation) 
Sonya Perdigao 
& Gilles Miot 
 

No/BODY 
 

PRODUCTION UP TO YOU! 
SUPPORT: La Baignoire, lieu des écritures contemporaines, Montpellier   

 

(treaty for a dissection – part 1) 



No/BODY 
(treaty for a dissection – part 1) 

 

PERFORMANCE for a BODY and some LIGHTS 
 

 

 

 

 

SYNOPSIS 

Do you like your body? 

I mean, your body, do you really like it? As it is? It’s aspect? How it behaves with you? Or how you 

behave with him? Which relation do you keep with it? 

Are you closed to it (him/her)? Do you take care of it (him/her)? Or sometimes maybe you try to 

ignore it, kneading it, rushing it, pushing it aside, trying to change it into… over… Don’t you ever 

have the feeling that your body is like a stranger? 

One, which is not really yours? 

Like dispossessed/deprived? 

Your body as an object, manipulated. Under influences. Like the screen of a projection, 

that you even don’t understand the meaning… 

 

 

 

 

 

	
Conception: Lise BOUCON 

Lights designer: Sonya PERDIGAO 

Stage manager (in rotation): Sonya PERDIGAO & Gilles MIOT 

 

Length: 0:50 / Forbidden under 16 years old 

Production: UP TO YOU! 

Support: La Baignoire, lieu des écritures contemporaines (Montpellier – FR.) 

	
	
  



No/BODY 

SOME QUESTIONS & ARTISTIC INTENTIONS 
 

MATTERS 

It is a matter of the body 

Body as an object. Body as a subject. Body as a material of research and experiment. 

It is a matter of the relation we can have with our own body  

In between like & dislike, usefulness & oblivion. Feeling myself in an ambiguous relation with my 
own one, I had this reflexion that it could be not so easy for each of us, women and men, to be 
in peace with our body. 

It is part of mine? 
Does it possible to feel it as a stranger? Something/someone having its/her/him 
independent life, out of my will and my wishes? Looking at it/her/him as an external 
object/subject… 

It is a matter of the reality of the body 

What kind of reality – physical one? Mental one? 
Is the perception I have of my own body real & true? Could mental perception have a physical 
influence? 

It is matter of perception of the body 

Is the perception of my own body the fruit of my imagination, or influenced by some externals 
projections? 

Publicity, marketing, beauty 
Perfection. Imperfection 
Desire & sex. Seduction & attraction. 
Limits or not limits – could be THE question?! 

Is there any limits I could define to protect my body from the external pressure & projections? 

It is a matter of the social impact on the intimate body 

And the deep desire to get it/her/him out of this impact, to slowly and slowly make it/her/him 
feeling free 

It is a matter to trying to reclaim “my” body… 

 

  



APPPROCH & WORK 

No/BODY had been created in 2 weeks. I had obviously the intention to conduct an experiment.  
I invited a light designer to work with me.  
I opened my rehearsals 2 hours per day to who want to join me – opening to my personal and 
professional network. I’ve prepared a sort of interview. And people came. And we had some 
very deep and intimate conversations. Sometimes adding practice exercises. That’s how I 
understood how deep is the topic, and how shared are the matters! 
 

 

RESULT? 

Then here I use my performer’s body as a tool, trying to express all these matters. 
It/she is like a material, a ground to explore, to listen, to discover (again), to tame… 
Pushing the limits, my own ones. My limits. To the limits of resistance.  
Physical limits. 
And psychological limits.  
 
I travel under my skin, in my tensed muscles, my breakable bones, until my skeleton, until the 
deepness of the intimate, until the deepness of my (our) unconscious… 
Built in different sequences, No/BODY is a performance where I try an appropriation. Reclaim my 
body. Be back IN my body. Finally! 
Maybe  



No/BODY 

FORM & LIGHTS  
 

This performance has an inclusive form. 

It takes place in site specific: can be a gallery, a hall, a garage, and an apartment… just needs 

to be close and intimate, for a reduce audience. 

The scenography is like an artistic install. Created with numerous mirrors and X-Rays putting on 

the wall or in suspension for the ceiling. 

The audience is invited to take place all around the space, around the performer. 

 

In between strong neon’s lights and darkness, the light ambiance is a big part of the 

performance.  

It’s created in live in an interactive relation with Lise as performer. Playing with mirrors, reflects, 

disintegration, diffraction of “picture”, making focus on some parts or other, the light manager 

also decide what to show or not to show. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

- See my feet in the mirror? 

- Think they’re pretty? 

- You like my ankles? 

- And my knees, too? 

- And my thighs? 

- See my behind in the mirror? 

- Do you think I have a cute ass? 

- And my breasts, you like them? 

- Which do you like better? My 

breasts or my nipples? 

- You like my shoulders? I don’t 

think they’re round enough 

- And my arms? 

- And my face?  

My mouth, my eyes, my nose, my ears… 

 

Le Mépris, Jean-Luc GODARD  



No/BODY 

TECHNICAL RIDER 

 

Sound 

1 console with 1 microphone entry & 2 entries lines (1 PC & 1 CD 
Reader). Make sure there will have enough cabling 
1 CD Reader 
1 SM 58 microphone with around 10 meters cabling 
1 general diffusion appropriate to the space and put on the 
ground 

Provide by the 
venue/festival 

(company 
could provide 
microphone) 

The sound control desk should be on stage, the performer use it during the performance 
 
 
Light 

6 neon tubes, cold and with gradations 
8 500-watt PC spotlights 
The PC spotlights can be exchanged by : 
4 PC spotlights & 4 F1 
or 2 613SX (Profile) & 3 PC 500w & 4 F1 
or each other spotlights : the lights are really 
adaptable ;  

Company could provide neon 
tubes 
Provide by venue/festival: all the 
rest + little light sources with switch, 
as technic control desk lights for 
example.  
Black alum scotch & blackfoil 

The light control desk have to be on stage, the light designer/manager use it during the 
performance 

 
 
Stage 

The performance can be adapted of all different 
spaces. Mirrors and X-Rays are in suspension from the 
ceiling – provide for nails and plastic & transparent wire 
 
The audience is seating all around the performance’s 
space.  

Company provides mirrors & 
X-ray 
 
Venue/festival provides for 
seating, chairs and/or 
cushions 

 
 
Setup 

Time requirements: 2 x 4 hours 
Provide one “local” stage manager to receive the company 
Arrival: the day before the performance.  
>> please respect a break of 3 hours if there are 2 performances in the same day  

 
 

Performance’s Length: 0:50 
 
 
 
 

CONTACTS: 

Lise BOUCON - Artist performer: ++33 607.40.25.08 

Sonya PERDIGAO - light designer (performer): ++33 626.80.08.48 

Gilles MIOT (stage manager): ++33 614.17.41.63  



 
La Baignoire, the first venue  - Installation, mirrors & X-Ray 

 
Mirrors & technical control desk in the performing space 

 
Some directs lights  



UP TO YOU! 
French association for performing Art 

 
 
 

Created in 2010, UP TO YOU! is a French association in Performing Art with the main 
objective to support the artistic work of Lise BOUCON. 
 

Performer, crossing movement and text, Lise develop a 
singular work in between her both artistic disciplines, dance & theatre, 
without knowing which one is the previous one. And sometimes her 
work is out of any definition, very pictorial, including music. 

 
After the artistic choc having seen the show “La Caza de la 

Fuerza” from Angelica Liddell in Le Festival d’Avignon 2009 (Cf. 
picture), she understands her necessity to continue her creative work 
and to feel confident with her intuition. Angelica Liddell talks obviously 
first from herself, in a very intimate and personal way, and that’s how 
she creates a universal language. 

And that’s how Lise starts to work, step by step. 
  
The inspiration comes in general from a personal and intimate issue, 
often unconscious. Then she opens it to a largest reflexion, created a 
link, looking for an echo with what she calls “the myth”, the collective 
unconscious, and the universal sense of human being.  

There she can hold Romeo Castellucci as an inspiring artist. In a quite similar way, she 
works and played with symbols and rituals, because they could be the key of a common 
resonance, a key to go through the cortex to the sensitive and secular memory, provoking 
emotion. 
 

This work is translated in some specific formal’s aspects: - Performativ, - Inclusive, - 
Outdoor. 

Based on intuition and improvisation, the writing is done in the movement of rehearsals. 
More often inclusive, sometimes participative, performances happen in direct relation with the 
audience, breaking the frontal form and out of the idea of a theatrical representation. 

The performances get out of the dedicated spaces, to take place in different type of 
locations, some site specifics as outdoor, common spaces, or in opposite in some private & 
intimate spaces. EX & IN-SITU. 
 

The red line of this work is a question about our personal freedom. How can we become 
more and more free? How we manage getting out of our cultural, social & symbolic 
impregnations? 

Like skins of onions… 
Getting out of heredity 
And discover intimate of our Will, our choices 
Discover the reality of our personal definition 
Truth of ourself/ourselves 

 
 
 

FB: www.facebook.com/uptoyouliseb/ 

VIDEOS: vimeo.com/channels/1012907  

La Caza de la Fuerza 



 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SIRET 524 640 299 00011 // APE 9001 Z 

 
26, rue du Faubourg Figuerolles – 34070 Montpellier – FRANCE 

up.uptoyou@gmail.com 

++33 (0)607.40.25.08 

 
	


